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Leadership Beyond Borders
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July 11th 2017:Leadership Stress and Substance Abuse
Today we live in competitive and stressful world. We want to
be good employees, good leaders and we want to manage
everything, but sometimes the stress gets to us and we all
react to stress in different ways. Some of go to the gym, some
of us go on vacation and some of us reach for a glass or two.
A recent Gallup Poll Study shows that the higher the income
and the education the more likely you are to drink alcohol and
least 20% of those who do have a real problem. Studies are
also showing a rapid increase in alcoholism among executive
women. As we all try to keep up with the social and cust
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Featured Guest
Marc Treitler
Growing up in a family with a history of addiction, Marc Treitler succumbed to
alcoholism while in college. Despite a successful corporate career, Marc continued to
drink until an offhand comment by his daughter woke him up to the damage his
drinking was doing to him, and to the relationships he cherished. While in recovery,
Marc realized the power of information. It was while teaching his own children what he
had learned in rehab that the idea for Marc and Lianna’s books took seed. Today,
through books, speaking, and their Rosebud Foundation, the Treitlers work to help
young people stay alcohol and substance free.
Read more
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